15.4 Additional Considerations in Weights Estimation
Raymer Fig. 15.4 shows the typical percentage increase in empty weight from a reference
value at the start of detail design. Another potential weight growth may occur during the
conceptual or preliminary design phase due to change in requirements. In these design
phases of an aircraft, a fixed weight added to (or subtracted from) the airplane does not
simply add (or subtract) the same value of the weight to the takeoff gross weight
(TOGW) to achieve the same payload and range. If weight is added, then to meet
performance requirements most of the aircraft (such as wing, landing gear, and
empennage) must increase in size and weight. The ratio of the increase in TOGW to the
unit increase in fixed weight is the aircraft weight growth factor, and this depends on the
mission flown. There are two methods of calculating weight growth factors: the "exact"
method which can be used on designs which are still in the preliminary design stage, and
the simplified method, which can be used on existing designs (although it is, of course,
too late to actually change the design).
Exact Method of Calculating Weight Growth Factor
The exact method of calculating weight growth factor is to use a detailed mission sizing
computer program with detailed component weight estimation equations. Empty weight
available is based on detailed mission analysis, and empty weight required is calculated
using component weight buildup with detailed empirical equations for each component
(Fig. 15.4.1). A small arbitrary weight is added to the empty weight, and the required
value of TOGW recalculated.

Fig. 15.4.1 Matching Empty Weight Required to Empty Weight Available
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Simplified Method of Calculating Weight Growth Factor
To use the simplified method, an important assumption must be made. That is that empty
weights can be broken down into two categories. The first category is proportional to
TOGW, and the second category is independent of TOGW. This assumption is fairly
close to reality. It enables the derivation of a simple equation to determine what the
growth factor would have been for an existing aircraft. There is no need to calculate
empty weights or to simulate a mission. This equation can be derived using two
approaches. The first is an algebraic approach, and the second is a graphical approach,
which may be more intuitive. In both cases a small arbitrary weight W x is added to the
baseline configuration, and the aircraft is resized to accommodate the addition of the
arbitrary weight. In the resizing it is assumed that the aircraft takeoff and landing
performance is unchanged, which implies that the values of airplane thrust/weight (T/W)
and wing loading (W/S) remain constant. To the first order, propulsion system weight is
assumed proportional to thrust, and thus to TOGW. Similarly, wing weight is assumed
proportional to wing area, and is also considered proportional to TOGW. The
empennage sizes roughly with the wing dimensions, so its weight is proportional to
TOGW.
Algebraic Approach
The following method is taken from Ref. 15.4.1. For commercial aircraft, TOGW can be
broken down into five categories:

W E Var  Variable empty weight proportional to TOGW e.g. , landing gear, wing, etc
W E Paylo ad  Empty weight proportionalto payload e.g. , cabin crew, seats, toilets
W E Fix ed  Fixed weight flight deck crew, flight deck, avionics
W Payload  Payload weight
W Fuel  Fuelweight
For a Boeing 707-320B (weights are in lb and are approximate)

W TO  W E V ar  W E P ay lo ad  W E F ix ed  W P ayload  W Fu el
 98,000  7,000  43,000  35,000  153,000
 336,000

(15.4.1)

The numerical values above were determined by the author of Ref. 15.4.1.
From the Breguet range equation we know that for a constant range
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If we designate the original TOGW with the suffix 1 and the TOGW of the configuration
with the extra weight, Wx, with the suffix 2, then
W TO1  W E Var  W E Pay load  W E Fixed  W Payload  W Fuel

WTO2

WTO2  WEVar

WTO1

(15.4.5)

 WEPay load  WE Fixed  WPayload  WFuel

We define the total growth in TOGW as W TO  W TO 2
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(15.4.6)
(15.4.7)

Subtracting Eq. (15.4.6) from Eq. (15.4.5) we get
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(15.4.8)

Rearranging terms we get
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WFuel
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WTO1

(15.4.9)

By definition, the growth factor is
WTO
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(15.4.10)

WT O1

The reason for re-ordering the terms in the denominator will become apparent later.
Plugging in the numbers for the example Boeing 707 we get
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153,000
336,000
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98,000
336,000

Note that the larger the fuel fraction,
TOGW,

W EVar
WT O

, the

 4.0

(15.4.11)

WFuel
, or the ratio of variable empty weight to
WTO

larger the growth factor. This suggests that for long range airplanes

the application of advanced weight-saving technology offers a greater payoff as
compared with short range airplanes.
For aircraft with very small payload and crew fractions and large fuel fractions, such as
the National AeroSpace Plane (NASP), the denominator is small and the growth factor
becomes very large. For this class of airplane, very small changes in structural fraction
or fuel fraction have a very large effect on TOGW. It is almost impossible to estimate
TOGW with any level of confidence.
Graphical Approach
The second approach is based on analysis of airplane sizing and sensitivity described in
Ref. 15.4.2. Fig. 15.4.2 shows the required empty weight of an aircraft as a function of
TOGW. As for the algebraic method, airplane empty weight assumed to be broken down
into two parts - one part is proportional to TOGW, and the other part is constant. Note
that a detailed component weight buildup is not required in this simplified method.

Fig. 15.4.2 Empty Weight Required as a Function of Takeoff Gross Weight
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Fig. 14.4.3 shows the gradient of empty weight available as a function of TOGW based
on the aircraft weight statement.

Fig. 15.4.3. Empty Weight Available

Figure 15.4.4 Adding an Arbitrary Weight W x
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This is illustrated in Figure 15.4.4. The initial solution is located at W TO1. The addition
of the weight Wx moves the solution to WTO2. An examination of the increase in empty
weight (i.e., vertical component of the displacement of the solution) shows that

W Fuel
W T O
W T O1

Wx  1

W EVar
W T O1

W T O

(15.4.12)

Rearranging:
Wx
 1
W T O

W Fuel
W T O1

W EVar

(15.4.13)

W T O1

And inverting:
WT O

Wx

1
1

WFuel
WTO1

WE Var
WTO1

This is the same as Equation (15.4.10) above.
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Examples
This equation can be used to estimate the weight growth factors for different classes of
aircraft by examining the weight breakdown of existing aircraft. In the example above
for the Boeing 707-320, empty weights were allocated by the author of Ref. 15.4.1 as
fixed or variable. It is possible to do this for other aircraft, as illustrated in Table 15.4.1.
Weights were taken from Refs. 15.4.3 and 15.4.4, with minor modification. The tables in
the references show "Maximum Payload". This may be greater than the design payload,
but depending on the required design flexibility, the difference is normally not large. For
the most part group weights were used in the calculation, but for the Fixed Equipment
Group, the definition of "Fixed" is not the same as for calculating weight growth factors.
Within the Fixed Equipment Group (shown indented in the table), weights were allocated
to the fixed or variable categories based on knowledge of typical component growth. To
some extent, component growth is a function of the type of design so this allocation may
not be appropriate for every design.

Table 15.4.1 Simplified Weight Growth Factor Calculations for Existing Designs
The assumptions made by the author of Ref. 15.4.1 for the Boeing 707-320 were slightly
different from those shown in Table 15.4.1, so the result for this airplane does not agree
exactly with the result shown in the algebraic approach. The fuel values shown in this
table are derived values and not indicative of the tank capacity.
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